Fearless Fernie

For Fernie and his best friend, the fun begins when they are babies who crawl across the lawn
towards each other, away from their parents watchful eyes. And once they find each other,
they are inseparable.Together, they grow to be the self-proclaimed artistic geniuses and master
athletes of their school. But they do admit to being losers at spelling bees and camping out.
And when it comes to romance, well, if waltzing with a broom in the kitchen or sporting
glowing orange socks to a school dance counts, these guys are cool.Gary Sotos original poems
and Regan Dunnicks clever illustrations will spark recognition in all middle-schoolers whove
gone through the humiliation of sports try-outs and first dances; whove had to deal with body
images and swinging moods. Each of the poems in this book shows a scene from their
sometimes difficult, sometimes comical lives growing up together as best friends. Even though
they dont have everything in common, they both know that at least theyre in it together.
The Diabolic, Entangled in Darkness: Seeking the Light, Summary of Unbroken: By Laura
Hillenbrand Includes Analysis, Pride and Prejudice, World Champion Seattle Seahawks: We
Are 12, Gay Friendly (G-A-Y),
Fearless Fernie: Hanging Out with Fernie and Me by Gary Soto at - ISBN 10: 0399236155 ISBN 13: 9780399236150 - Putnam Publishing Text Complexity: Lexile Level: Currently Not
Available ATOS Reading Level: 4.5 Submit your own qualitative measurements for Fearless
Fernie For Fernie and his best friend, the fun begins when they are babies who crawl across
the lawn towards each other, away from their parents watchful eyes. Fearless Fernie by Gary
Soto, 2002, Putnams edition, in English.Fearless Fernie has 27 ratings and 8 reviews. Juli said:
Poetry - 2002I really enjoyed this collection of poems. I think it captured the essence of a
lGenre/Category: poetry/best friends/growing up/schoolRead for the poetry requirement.
Summary: Fernie and his best friend have known each other sinc Upstarts -- How coach told
me I didnt make the cut -- Questions for the new teacher -- King Kong versus me -- Guilt -Body parts in rebellion Fearless Fernie: Hanging Out with Fernie & Me [Regan Dunnick Gary
Soto] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.0399236155 MULTIPLE COPIES
AVAILABLE HARD COVER W/DUST COVER NEW-CRISP AND CLEAN EXPERIENCE AMAZING CUSTOMER SERVICE Summary. For Fernie and his best friend,
the fun begins when they are babies who crawl across the lawn towards each other, away from
their parents watchful Buy Fearless Fernie: Hanging Out with Fernie and Me by Gary Soto,
Regan Dunnick (ISBN: 9780399236150) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices For
Fernie and his best friend, the fun begins when they are babies who crawl across the lawn
towards each other, away from their parents watchful eyes. Capable as ever of making
common childhood experiences marvelous, Soto (Baseball in April, 2000, etc.) poetically
delineates a fast
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